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Professors
fired up
about freeze
Faculty Senate
discusses frozen salaries,
tenure, alumni giving
By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

Provost Jerry Benson spoke to 35
members of Faculty Senate about
solving the problems most urgent to
professors.
Since 2007, JMU faculty haven’t
received a salary raise, while new faculty have been hired at equal or higher
salaries than current faculty.
Benson began Thursday’s meeting
by delivering his report, in which he
outlined the university’s plan to examine and fix the current salary freeze.
But Benson hopes that the assembly
of a new “task force,” made up of 18 faculty from every academic department
in the school will finally provide some
insight and solutions to the problem.
JMU “doesn’t have a plan right now
— literally, we want this group made
up of faculty and classified personnel
to give us some ideas,” Benson said.
“We want to engage in this together,
in terms of addressing the problem.”
Benson mentioned a forum event
taking place Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
ISAT 159, where he and James Myers,
assistant vice president of academic
resources, will discuss where money
is being distributed within JMU.
Benson added that he hoped the
forum would encourage further discussion among the faculty about the
compensation problem.
“What we want is some very transparent conversation,” he said. “We also
want people to understand that they
can make great recommendations
and put a lot of ideas on the table to
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MODEL FOR SUCCESS

Senate candidate Tim Kaine points to Rosetta Stone as a high-talent, 21st century business
By DYLAN GARNER
The Breeze

Talent and global connections are two of the things Senate candidate Tim Kaine thinks Harrisonburg-born Rosetta Stone has
established to become one of the top homegrown businesses in
Virginia.
Former Gov. Kaine said Rosetta Stone’s model could be the key
for growth and prosperity for future Virginia businesses.
Kaine made a trip to Rosetta Stone offices in Harrisonburg Thursday amid the final stretch of his political campaign for U.S. Senate.
Addressing a crowd of about 100 Rosetta Stone employees, Kaine
spoke about the core values of American businesses that Rosetta
Stone exemplifies, such as their modern approach to a technologybased business and global connectivity.
Kaine’s 45-minute trip to Harrisonburg was the second in a
five-stop tour across Virginia that day. Joining him on the trail was
Democratic Sen. Mark Warner, who began the discussion.
Warner, who had previously visited the same location during
his Senate run in 2010, gave Kaine a lengthy introduction, going
into their past together and his credentials as a politician and as
a Virginian.
His introduction focused heavily on why Kaine would be the best
choice for Virginia during a tough time for the U.S.
“He will go to the center, he will roll up his sleeves and get stuff
done,” Warner said.
While the theme of compromise dominated the political aspects
of the event, both of their goals were to appeal to Rosetta Stone
and its employees as an example of a high-tech, high-talent, 21st
century business.
Kaine’s approach emphasized this ideal of the strong American
workforce, referencing Rosetta Stone’s modern communications
and tech-central business strategies along with education from the
“JMUs, U.Va.s, and VCUs of the world” as essential for a successful future.
“Talent is one of our most precious resources, even more than
oil,” Kaine said. “Talented, educated workforces are what I want
see KAINE, page A4

see FACULTY, page A4

Breeze wins
national
press award
The Breeze won one of the highest honors in college journalism this
weekend.
Its website received an Online PaceMaker award from the Associated
Collegiate Press. Breezejmu.org was
one of six newspaper sites with the
same university enrollment to win the
national award.
Awards are given based on the site’s
design, ease of navigation, writing and
editing, graphics and interactivity.
The Breeze was also one of 25
national finalists for ACP’s Newspaper PaceMaker award in the four-year
non-daily newspaper category. It was
the only school from Virginia selected
as a finalist.
ACP decided finalists based on
newspapers’ coverage and content,
quality of writing and reporting, leadership on the opinion page, evidence
of in-depth reporting, design, photography, art and graphics.
— staff report
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Virginia Senator Mark Warner introduced Tim Kaine to a crowd of Rosetta Stone employees Thursday afternoon. The trip to Harrisonburg was part of
a five-city tour across Virginia in the last stretch of Kaine’s campaign. Other cities visited were Alexandria, Charlottesville, Lynchburg and Roanoke.

Pastry chef makes downtown sweeter
New Leaf Pastry Kitchen uses culinary experience to create upscale treats in a cozy atmosphere
By JENNY CLAIRE KNIGHT
The Breeze

Shawn Richard and Amy Lemmons
are hoping to turn a new leaf in pastry
making downtown.
Richard and Lemmons opened the
New Leaf Pastry Kitchen on Sept. 7.
New Leaf Pastry Kitchen is located
in the Hardesty-Higgins House Visitor’s Center downtown. It takes over
the space that was Mrs. Hardesty’s
Tearoom.
The shop is a first for Richard, who
has more than 30 years of pastry and
baking experience. Before opening
New Leaf he worked at the Joshua
Wilton House, The Smithsonian Institution, the Ritz Carlton, five-diamond
resorts and other luxury resorts. He
makes the treats while Lemmons
handles the business side.
“We were waiting for the opportunity and this place became available
so we thought we would make a go at
it,” Richard said.
Everything New Leaf bakes is from
scratch, which Richard says is a signature of the shop. All the ingredients
are high quality and bought locally
when available. The pastry recipes
come from his experience working
as a pastry chef, so it’s a personal
product line.
“There isn’t anyone doing a fivelayer celebration cake with mousse

BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Amy Lemmons and Shawn Richard make everything from scratch in front of their
customers at their shop in the Hardesty-Higgins House Visitor’s Center.

and cookie and sponge in the middle of it and caramel mocha squares,”
Lemmons said. “The savory pastries,
I don’t think anyone is really doing
that.”
Some items New Leaf has are
improvised ideas, a skill Richard
learned while working at the Joshua

Wilton House.
“Someone at church came up to
him and said ‘I have butternut squash
and I want you to do something with
it,’ so he invented a breakfast pastry
with butternut squash that they we
sell now,” Lemmons said.
Lemmons said the Shenandoah

Valley Small Business Development
Center at JMU was instrumental in
getting their business plan organized and ready for proposal to the
City of Harrisonburg. Once Richard
and Lemmons secured the space,
they remodeled it by knocking down
a wall, upgrading the tiling and making the original cabinets work in the
redesigned kitchen.
“We call it a pastry kitchen because
as small as it is, we didn’t want to
name it a café or a bakery,” Richard
said, “so ‘Pastry Kitchen’ leaves it
open to interpretation.”
On any given day New Leaf offers
a rotating selection of up to 20 different items including pastries, breads
and cookies. In addition to selling
individual pastries, New Leaf caters
to groups and events. Most of their
items are under $10. Wedding cakes
also can be done by appointment. If a
customer wants to ensure their favorite item is in store they can call with
a 48-hour advance request and New
Leaf will have it.
One of the important features New
Leaf offers customers is an open
kitchen where they can watch Richard prepare treats. He will answer
questions they have about ingredients or the baking process.
The small kitchen, while an
see PASTRY, page B4
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
What is your ideal destination and travel
partner? Healing and spiritual growth come
with the winter solstice, and eclipses this
year put you in the spotlight. Focus on
career and finances until summer, when a
learning opportunity develops.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Plan for the
spotlight, and
focus on your career. There’s still
a way to win, although conflict
could be possible.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Make household
decisions the next
few days, and focus on home and
family. Improvements to shared
living spaces benefit everyone.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Wash everything
in sight. Take time
for long-term
planning. Travel compels, but it
could get complex.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
The next two days
are excellent for
studying. You’ll
learn quickly with laser focus.
Research the situation.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Handle financial
matters today
and tomorrow. Work out a
compromise. Put away provisions
for the future. Pay the bills.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
That money could
show up any time
now. You’re entering a two-day
phase of financial planning and
practical effort. Enjoy today.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Spend more time
with your mate
the next few days.
Partnership is at the forefront.
The focus is on peacemaking.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
For the next few
days, innovation
and personal
assessment rule. You’re back in
control for the most part.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
You’re entering
an intense work
phase. Sort
through feelings as they arise. A
co-worker demands your time.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Watch out for
surprises. Clarify
your direction with
friends, and keep an eye on the
competition. Review your plans.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Continue to repay
obligations. Take
time out for recreation today and
tomorrow. Romance is a growing
possibility. You’re gaining
support. Celebrate with a homecooked meal.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You’re entering a
cooperative cycle
today and tomorrow. Your friends
are happy to give you a boost.
Make sure what you build is solid.
Guard against being impetuous.

WASHINGTON — More
American teenagers are
thinking about picking up a
passport and heading abroad
for their college years as a
way of attending a top-rated school at a lower cost,
Canadian and British college
recruiters say.
More than 10,000 Americans are earning graduate
and undergraduate degrees in
Canada, and 15,000 are pursuing degrees in the United
Kingdom. Even with extra fees
for international students,
colleges and universities
outside the United States, in
many cases, cost less than
the tuition at private colleges
or the out-of-state charges at
public universities.
In some places, American
student interest has gone up as
tuition rates rise here nationwide and state spending for
higher education declines. The
University of British Columbia,
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Chinese temple
instrument
5 Nestling noises
10 Leave at the altar
14 Diva’s showpiece
15 Group of experts
16 Pierre’s
possessive
17 Return on one’s
investment, in
slang
20 Replay
technique, briefly
21 Relaxing time in
the chalet
22 “There oughta
be __”
25 Hi-fi spinners
26 Plain dessert
30 Playing decks
35 Diplomatic bldg.
36 Juanita’s aunt
37 Yukon’s country
38 Prada imitation,
perhaps
42 More greasy
43 Extended family
44 “Bon voyage!”
45 Fruity-smelling
compound
46 Jay-Z, for one
49 L.A. bus-and-rail
org.
51 Speak indistinctly
52 Begin
57 Gate-hanging
hardware
61 Announce one’s
arrival gently ...
as opposed to
words that start
17-, 26-, 38- and
46-Across
64 Voting no
65 In an unusual way
66 Student’s
stressor
67 Very familiar note
recipient?
68 “Fetch my
smelling salts!”
69 Avg. levels
DOWN
1 Goes on and on
2 Unwritten
3 Barcelona boy
4 Joke writer
5 HMO alternative
6 Musical
sensitivity
7 One-named Irish
folk singer

11/5/12

By Patti Varol

8 Magazine with a
Stylewatch
spinoff
9 Eat noisily, as
soup
10 Elbows rudely
11 “In the morning”
radio host
12 Security device
13 __ torch: patio
light
18 Finish the laundry
19 Perform another
MRI on
23 Oldman or
Newman
24 Ragamuffin
26 Orange __ tea
27 Old Dodge autos
28 Horseshoeshaped fastener
29 “The Trial” writer
Franz
31 Furthermore
32 Synagogue
scholar
33 Times to send in
the troops
34 “Full House” costar Bob
37 Panama crosser
39 Co. in Paris
40 “Sesame Street
News Flash”
reporter

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

Thursday’s puzzle solved

(c)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

41 Hula swivelers
46 Family-friendly,
filmwise
47 German coal
valley
48 Native American
groups
50 Sierra Nevada
resort
52 Tax-sheltered
accts.
53 Store opening
time

11/5/12

54 The “I” in IHOP:
Abbr.
55 End-of-the-week
letters
56 Scandinavian
literary
collection
58 Bakery call
59 Happy
60 Spreading trees
62 Ancient
63 Yiddish cries of
dismay

Nation & World
Photos of
giant octopus
prompts calls
for protection
The Seattle Times

SEATTLE — When a diver
dragged a giant Pacific octopus
out of the water in West Seattle
last week, it sparked a push for
a new state Marine Protected
Area in Central Puget Sound.
It’s legal to hunt octopus in
the state of Washington, and
the 19-year-old fisherman
had a valid shellfish license
when he captured a giant
Pacific octopus at Cove 2 in
Alki at about 4:45 p.m. on Halloween, said Craig Bartlett,
spokesman for the Washington state Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
The catch limit for giant
Pacific octopus is one per day,
and populations of the animals
are believed to be healthy.
The hunter banged
two metal rods together

Lower costs lure university
students abroad to Canada, U.K.
McClatchy Newspapers
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for example, reports a 33 percent growth in U.S. applications
since 2008.
Because of California’s
“sagging economy” and cutbacks in public aid to higher
education, “I am encouraging
my students to look beyond
our state’s borders, and that
includes other countries, such
as Canada,” said Jill Montbriand, a counselor at Rio
Americano High School in
Sacramento.
Annual tuition costs for
international students in
Canada ranged from about
$14,000 to $26,000 last year,
according to the Association
of Universities and Colleges
of Canada.
The average tuition last
year at an American public
university was nearly $21,000
for out-of-state students and
almost $28,000 at a private
four-year school, according to the College Board. The
averages, of course, don’t
show great variation of costs

underwater to irritate the
octopus and lure it out of its
lair, Bartlett said. It is illegal in Washington to flush an
octopus out of its den with
chemical irritants, but scaring
or irritating the animals with
noise is allowed.
The controversy got started when dive instructor Bob
Bailey said he was arriving at
Cove 2 with a student when
they encountered two divers
in the water.
“I looked over and there are
two divers dragging an octopus, and I said, ‘Maybe they
found a dead one.’ And he
said, ‘No, a couple of minutes
ago they were punching it on
the surface.’ I walked over to
them and it was evident it was
still alive.”
While the hunt was legal,
Bailey said it shouldn’t
have been, at that location.
”I don’t have an issue with
hunting. People dive for all
sorts of reasons. I don’t have
a problem with it. It is not
whether you hunt, it is where
you hunt, and there are appropriate and inappropriate
places to do that.

Mexico’s drug
violence
slowing

at actual schools, but specific comparisons between U.S.
and Canadian schools can
show more of a difference.
Montbriand was among
thousands of high school
counselors who attended the
recent annual National Association for College Admission
Counseling conference in
Denver, attended by representatives from 28 Canadian
universities.
“Students tell us they were
looking for a top-ranked West
Coast university in an outstanding location,” said Aaron
Andersen, manager of international recruitment at the
University of British Columbia. “When they realize it is
also an international experience close to home, and an
incredible value compared to
many other comparable U.S.
institutions, (that) often pushes UBC to the top of their list.”
An additional lure is that
American students can work
in Canada for three years after
graduation.
Maegan Cowan, a senior at
UBC from Oakland, Calif., said
she originally wanted to go to
New York University, George

Third-party vote could swing a
state — and the election

McClatchy Newspapers

MEXICO CITY — Gradually but notably, the mood
of Mexicans has brightened
about their personal security
and the broader war on crime,
a shift in this country’s state
of mind that coincides with a
sharp reduction in bloodshed
in once violent regions.
Ciudad Juarez, the border city across from El Paso,
Texas, that was once one of
the most violent in the world,
registered only 30 murders in
October, the lowest monthly
number in five years.
Along much of the 1,970mile border between Mexico
and the United States, levels of violence that peaked in
2011 have fallen steadily, even
dramatically.
The area from Ciudad
Juarez west to Tijuana has
seen homicides plummet,

McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON — If Tuesday’s election is as close as
polls suggest, the presidency might be decided by Gary
Johnson. Or Virgil Goode. Or
Jill Stein.
They are third-party candidates for president. While
none has a real shot at winning the White House, any one
of them could enough support
in a battleground state to throw
the results to President Barack
Obama or Republican Mitt
Romney. It’s happened before,
and recently. In 2000, Green
Party nominee Ralph Nader’s
drew 1.6 percent of the vote in
Florida, forced a recount and
the eventual election outcome
in favor of Republican George
W. Bush.
Johnson, the Libertarian
Party candidate, is on the ballot
in 48 states. More important,
he was drawing the support of
4 percent of likely voters in one
poll in Colorado, a swing state.

allowing cities to spring back
to life.
Ciudad Juarez, once
dubbed “Murder City,” tallied
fewer homicides in October
than Chicago, which chalked
up 36 murders.
In 2010, by official reckoning, the nation tallied 15,273
gang-related homicides. But
in September 2011, when the
count for the first nine months
of the year stood at 12,903, the
government abruptly said it
no longer would release the
figures.
Calderon told The Wall
Street Journal in June that
families of the victims complained that their loved ones
were being portrayed as
gangsters without a judicial
conviction.
“We had complaints from
human rights groups and analysts that we were prejudging
cases and victims,” Calderon
told the Journal. “I have given
orders to my government that
we play by the book on this.
Only after a judge issues a verdict can we include this in an
official number.”
Media groups still maintain

His support for a marijuana
initiative is drawing voters
who otherwise might vote for
Obama.
Goode, the Constitution
Party candidate, is supported
by about 1 percent in his home
state of Virginia, likely drawing
support from Romney supporters in a state where Obama and
Romney are neck and neck.
Stein, the Green Party candidate, also hopes to stir the pot
in closely divided states such as
New Hampshire, as does Rocky
Anderson, nominee of the Justice Party.
Johnson, a former twoterm Republican governor of
New Mexico, said he would be
doing much better if he could
have been part of the debates
or even be included in more of
the polling.
“I’m in very few polls. And
polls in and of themselves generate interest,” said.
His standing could be pivotal in Colorado, where voters
are closely divided between the

unofficial counts of the dead.
Grupo Reforma, a newspaper consortium, said that by
its count, the pace of cartelrelated murders this year has
dropped 18 percent from last
year. On Oct. 26, its tally stood
at 8,326 murders. If the pace of
killings does not change, this
year will mark the first decline
in annual totals since the tally
began in 2006.
If Mexicans are sensing
some success against crime
groups, it may be a reflection
of the spate of arrests and
slayings of gangsters in the
past two months.
Authorities have gone far
in unraveling one of Mexico’s
two major gangs, Los Zetas,
and in removing the leadership of a once-powerful
group, the Gulf Cartel.
On Oct. 7, a naval infantry
unit gunned down Heriberto
Lazcano Lazcano, the dreaded leader of Los Zetas who
carried the nickname “The
Executioner.” In prior weeks,
the navy rolled up two of
Lazcano’s top lieutenants
and several other key Zetas
commanders.
two major party candidates. A
Nov. 2 Denver Post poll found
voters split 47 to 45 percent
for Obama over Romney. A
CNN poll the day before tested
Johnson’s support and found 4
percent of likely voters leaning
his way.
His support could be tied to
a ballot initiative that would
allow limited marijuana use
for those 21 and older. While
the Libertarian message of
minimal government usually
resonates with Republicans, in
this case, Johnson knows he’s
drawing from the Democrats.
“I take more votes away from
Obama than Romney,” he said.
“I am more liberal than Obama
when it comes to civil liberties,”
Johnson said, adding that he
supported marijuana legalization when he was governor.
And he is unapologetic
about possibly handing the
state and its 9 electoral votes
to Romney. “If Obama loses,
he has one person to blame,”
Johnson said. “It’s not me.”
Colorado State University
professor Kyle Saunders said:
“It’s only in this kind of setting
that third-party candidates
matter.”

News

Polls, politics and the president.
Check out Thursday’s issue for Election Day coverage.
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Community
remembers two teens
killed in accident
A car crash Tuesday afternoon in
Rockingham County left two teenagers dead, according to state police.
Around 12:45 p.m., 17-year-old Cyndal Ward was driving east on Coopers
Mountain Road when she lost control
of the car, ran off the right side of the
road and crashed into a tree on the passenger side, totaling the car, police said.
Passenger Jackson Reel, 16, was pronounced dead at the scene. Ward was
taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital and was later transported to the
University of Virginia Medical Center, where she died Wednesday night.
Both Ward and Jackson were wearing
seatbelts.
State police say speed was a cause of
the crash. Police added that there were
no signs of drug or alcohol use.
fairfax county

Police investigate
series of assaults
becky sullivan / the breeze

A panel of members from the College Democrats, College Republicans, Madison Independence and Madison Liberty debated Thursday night in
Wilson Hall about political topics such as foreign policy, health care and marriage equality. Mayor Richard Baugh opened the event.

JMU political organizations discuss hot-button issues dominating Tuesday’s election
By Evi Fuelle
The Breeze

In the few days before the election, political parties on campus are in full swing. But
their stances may not have swayed everyone.
UPB hosted a debate Thursday night in
Wilson Hall, where the College Democrats,
College Republicans, the Libertarian organization Madison Liberty and Madison
Independents discussed hot-button issues
in the election.
Harrisonburg Mayor Richard Baugh, Marty
Cohen of the political science department,
Mike Davis from Madison Debate Society and
student Ben Copper, SGA senator, moderated the debate. Baugh opened the event and
encouraged the more than 150 students and
faculty to become politically involved.
“I can report from my position in the
trenches that political involvement can be
worth it,” Baugh said. “You may not be able
to affect the change you want in the way you
want to, but there are other times you may

be able to affect change you didn’t know you
would be able to.”
The moderators asked questions related to
America’s power in the world, environmental
issues, student loans, health care and marriage equality.

America’s role in the world

In response to Baugh’s first question on
whether America should be “the world’s
policeman,” the Independents responded
first, emphasizing the need to network with
international organizations, like NATO and
the UN.
Student and Independent Dave Chesebrough said he believes America should
become an ally with countries across the
world.
“We need world leaders dedicated to the
idea of world peace even if it’s not a possibility,” said Chesebrough.
But Nico Clamaco of the College Democrats disagreed.
“We really need to focus on home, and the

nation building of America is most important,” Clamaco said.
Luke Mahoney from the College Republicans said America has a responsibility as the
world’s superpower.
“The United States must balance its
overwhelming force with a respect for the
sovereignty of foreign nations,” Mahoney
said. “We need to act as a stern parent, not
as a policeman.”

Environment

Party support for the Environmental Protection Agency’s standards for clean air and
clean water varied.
“The EPA keeps us all safe, and it doesn’t
limit job creation,” said student and Democrat
Mitch Weisman. “It will decrease our dependence on foreign oil and to eliminate it would
have a devastating effect on our health.”
The College Republicans opposed
the idea of regulating the environment.
see debate, page A4

Police are investigating a series of
assaults in Fairfax County, believed to
have been committed by the same person, according to The Washington Post.
The latest and eighth attack happened in Springfield. A 23-year-old
woman was grabbed from behind by a
man described as about 5 feet 8 inches tall, possibly with a black beard or
goatee. The victims range from ages 16
to 40.
Similar attacks have been reported
and date back to September. Several of
them occurred in the Springfield area.
Anyone with information is urged to
call the police.
norfolk

USS Enterprise sails
home after deployment

The USS Enterprise came home
to Virginia after its final deployment
for the world’s first nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier, according to the Associated Press.
It returned to Norfolk last night. The
ship will be inactive in December after
more than 50 years of service.
Enterprise has been involved
in every major conflict since the
Cuban Missile Crisis. During its 25th
and final deployment, it conducted
security operations in Europe and the
Middle East.

Swaying the students
Political science professors may have a stronger
impact on how their classes feel about politics
By Kaitlin Holbrook
Contributing writer

Political science professors teach
students about the government and campaigning for office, many keeping their
political beliefs to themselves. Though
some students wonder if knowing their
professors’ party affiliation could disrupt
a balanced learning environment.
“Well, I think it’s fine for a professor to
give their opinion and identify it as such,”
said Jonathan Keller, a political science
professor. “It’s problematic if they present it as if it’s self-evident truth when in
fact there is debate because the evidence
is unclear or it’s a value judgment.”
Keller said he had a professor in college who manipulated the power of the
First Amendment in the classroom when
he was in college.
“There were some times where I felt
like the professor was kind of using the
classroom as an opportunity, like a soapbox, to try to endorse certain candidates
or certain perspectives,” Keller said. “And
if I didn’t agree, frankly I felt at the time,
I was kind of afraid of speaking up. But I
wonder how many other students didn’t
speak up because of the professor.”
David Jones is a political science

professor who has taught at JMU for the
past 14 years. He doesn’t force his own
political beliefs on his classes, but he and
his colleagues have heard of some professors who do.
“I think some professors are very
effective in challenging students on their
political beliefs, and that kind of forces
them to think through their own attitudes
and what underlies those attitudes,” Jones
said.
Jones said it’s acceptable to express
political beliefs in the Department of
Political Science as long as opposing
views are also discussed.
Keller added that he’s seen more liberal
professors in higher education.
“Within the political science department there are certainly more Democrats
than Republicans,” Keller said. “But I
really haven’t heard much in the way of
student complaints in my department, so
I don’t know the ideological leanings of
students who may have concerns.”
But some students have seen the issue
come up in other departments.
Junior Ashley Kellner, a communication
science and disorders major, said she had
a professor pushing his beliefs in her class.

Jenny tolep / The breeze

Walking the walk
Members of the JMU Women’s softball team, Alpha Phi Omega, the Psychology Service Organization
and the community walked together across Harrisonburg on Saturday morning to support Our Community
Place in the Walk the Walk 10k. OCP is a nonprofit community center that offers free meals and other
services such as résumé classes to people in need. Participants raised money for each mile they walked.
At the end of the walk, volunteers were invited back to OCP to enjoy live music and a hot meal.

see politics, page A4

Campus political clubs work in elections for candidates
Every Monday, The Breeze features top stories from previous issues to celebrate its 90th anniversary. Today’s feature is from an article in the Nov. 5, 1966 issue. The author is unknown.
The Young Democrat and the Young
Republican Clubs here, according to
their presidents, have been working
hard to see that the students know the
political issues in the election on Nov.
8 and that they are also familiar with
the candidates of both parties.
“A lot of members who have joined
these two groups have not done it just
because of political ties, but because
they want to know more about politics

and how they work,” commented Beth
Price, historian for the Republicans.
For the past month, Janeen
Slaughter, president of the Young
Republicans, explained both clubs
have been canvassing for candidates,
stuffing envelopes, working at headquarters and telephoning people to
have them register and vote.
The Young Democrats have gone as
far as Arlington to campaign for Clive

Duval who is running for Congress
against the Republican incumbent
Joel T. Brayhill. they also have traveled to Staunton to help with the
election of John O. Marsh, who is running for Congressional representative
from the seventh district, said Barbara Sherman, president of the Young
Democrats.
On election day, members of both
clubs will be busy at the poll passing

out information on candidates and
watching to see that everything is
run correctly.
Madison students have also volunteered to watch the counting of
ballots.
The Young Republicans will sponsor
free coffee on election night in each of
the dormitories to students listening
to the returns.
This is the first year absentee ballots

have been have available to Madison
students.
“Elections can be won and lost by
absentee ballots,” said Slaughter of
the Young Republicans who along
with Johnson of the Young Democrats has handled the absentee ballots
at Madison.
Both parties plan to celebrate what
they hope will be a victory party after
the elections.
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politics | Don’t
always express opinion
from page A3

“I couldn’t physically sit
through the class because it
was just insulting, almost, just
because of the way I grew up,
and I had my own beliefs on
what my family feels,” Kellner
said. “During class period, he
basically would tell us, ‘This is
wrong,’ and ‘This is right.’ ”
Other students haven’t
observed a strong political
party push in their classes.
“I do not know of any professors overtly expressing
their political beliefs in the
classroom,” said Melanie
Goff, a graduate. “I have had

professors over the years who
have spoken about legislation or a certain candidate in
ways ‘hinting’ at their political
standings, but such comments
were not problematic.”
With the election coming
up, Goff thinks professors will
start sharing their opinion on
candidates.
“I believe that JMU professors are professional and
may think twice before overtly expressing their beliefs in
the classroom,” Goff said.
Contact Kaitlin
Holbrook atholbroke@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Kaine | Plans to offer
more education options
from front

to tackle most as U.S. senator.”
Kaine said Virginia has
grown over the last 50 years,
climbing the U.S. rankings
for technology jobs, income
and business-friendliness.
He stressed that focusing on
educating potential workers
is important, referencing the
decline in the college-educated people in the U.S. since the
World War II era and the G.I.
Bill.
Lastly, Kaine addressed the
rising costs of higher education
as related to the dim job market. He plans to offer different
options for students to attain
their degrees.
“We have to figure out ways
to make higher education more
affordable so students don’t end
up with a debt level that crushes
them,” Kaine said. “There’s not
going to be a one-size strategy
to do it.”
Community college transfers, integrated bachelor’s and
master’s programs, and special financial aid packages are
some of the ways students can
already ease their debt burdens coming out of school.
Tim Kaine would supposedly

work to create more options
along with these, while trying
to combat the growing number
of unemployed or underemployed graduates, which is now
at 53 percent according to the
Associated Press.

“We have to figure out
ways to make higher
education more
affordable so students
don’t end up with a debt
level that crushes them.”
Tim Kaine

Senate hopeful

Kaine’s bid for the U.S. Senate ends Tuesday, when voters
decide between him and former Gov. George Allen. As of
this weekend, Kaine holds the
lead in most major polls heading into Election Day. He leads
by 7 points in a Washington Post
poll and by 4 in the CBS/New
York Times/Quinnipiac poll.
Contact Dylan Garner at
garnercd@dukes.jmu.edu.
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debate | Some students still not swayed
from page A3

“More regulation decreases job production and creates
uncertainty in crucial fields
like manufacturing,” said
Nicole Clarke, who represented the College Republicans.
The Libertarians think
immigrants coming to America can help improve the
economy.
“Virtually all economists
agree that the effect of immigration on an economy is
positive,” said Luke Wachob,
a member of Madison Liberty and a columnist for The
Breeze Opinion section. “But
the system right now does
not permit people who don’t
have a family relation to come
into the country, and this is
something that needs to be
overturned.”

Health care

The Affordable Care
Act, which requires every
American to obtain health
insurance, caused an uproar
on the stage.
“You can’t take a one-sizefits-all response for health

care,” Clarke said. “Unelected government bureaucrats
shouldn’t be making decisions for a family.”
Mike Johnson of Madison
Independents said health
care shouldn’t be left to the
free market.
“This isn’t just people’s
money,” Johnson said. “It’s
people’s lives. I’m not going
to leave somebody’s life to the
free market.”
The Democrats said President Barack Obama’s plan
will make health care more
affordable and accessible.
According to Libertarian
Helen Shibut, the government
shouldn’t have the authority
to decide on health care.
“What we should do, to
make health care less expensive, is allow people to buy
insurance across state lines
so insurance companies
would have to compete with
each other and lower prices,” Shibut said. “We should
also get rid of the [Food and
Drug Administration], which
prevents the invention of
new drugs because it is too
expensive.”

Unemployment

Exchanges between the
Democrats and Republicans on unemployment rates
became heated.
“Obama passed a stimulus
in Feb. of 2009, and unemployment has gone down steadily
since Oct. 2009 from the 10 percent it was,” Weisman said. “We
should raise taxes on the people who can afford it.”
Weisman continued by
pointing out that Romney
made $13 million in 2010.
“There’s no way he should
be getting tax cuts for his dancing horse in the Olympics,”
Weisman said. “Obama saved
the auto industry, bailed them
out. 200,000 jobs have been
added since then.”
Mahoney said spending
shouldn’t be the priority but
rather focusing on paying off
student loans.
“If we can’t pay our college
debt, how do we expect to
get our national debt down?”
Mahoney said.

Marriage equality

The Libertarians, Independents and Democrats agreed

on marriage equality: that
government shouldn’t be
involved in that social issue.
Republicans defined marriage as between a man and
a woman.
“This power does ultimately belong to the states, as far
as marriage rights,” Clarke
said.
Clamaco rebutted for the
Democrats.
“Denying someone marriage is denying them their
civil liberties,” Clamaco said.
“We shouldn’t force people
to move to another state just
because the state they’re living in doesn’t support their
marriage.
Roland Parris, a senior
public policy administration
major, thought the debate was
a good opportunity to hear
all party views. But it didn’t
change his vote.
“I’ve been decided on my
vote for some time now,”
Parris said,” and nothing the
Democrats or Republicans say
is going to change that for me.”
Contact Evi Fuelle at
fuelleen@dukes.jmu.edu.

faculty | SGA wants to encourage giving
from front

be considered.”
David McGraw, an ISAT
professor and Senate speaker,
urged the other members to
attend Thursday’s meeting.
He said many faculty don’t
know enough about the budget to effectively advocate this
issue.
“If we understood better
how things work, we would do
a better job of crafting resolutions,” McGraw said.
Howard Lubert, a political
science professor, suggested
a motion to add a statement
concerning department head
advisory committees to the faculty handbook.
These are committees
within each department that
advise the head in decisions
concerning faculty. The addition, according to Lubert, says
each department is allowed
to have all tenured faculty

within a department serve on
the committee.
Mark Rankin, an English
professor, said faculty in his
department were opposed it,
saying it would cause a “reign of
terror among untenured faculty and dysfunction and faction
building.”
Lubert assured the senate
that the addition would only
serve as clarification so any
department that doesn’t want
to have a tenure committee
doesn’t have to.
The senate then voted on the
motion. It passed 24 to 5.
President Jon Alger came to
the meeting as part of his listening tour and discussed JMU’s
culture with senate members.
“We’re very much engaged
with ideas but also engaged
with the world, and that community aspect of JMU does
differentiate us,” he said. “A
lot of other schools talk about
those themes but I’ve been

to those other places and I’ve
never experienced them in the
way that I have first-hand here.”
They also discussed the giving-back culture of alumni.
Art Hamilton, a professor in
the College of Business, said
given that 97 percent of JMU
students report being happy,
the fact that only 7 percent of
alumni give back to JMU is
startling.
“We need to figure out how
they identify this place right
now and somehow tap into
that and exploit that so they
feel more of a desire to give,”
Hamilton said.
Rebecca Simmons, a COB
professor and JMU alumna,
said there’s a lack of a strong
relationship between JMU and
alumni, which had an effect on
her giving back.
“But the disconnection I
see between what I saw as an
undergraduate to what I see
now here as a professor, it’s

like two different worlds,” Simmons said. “That connection
with professors and faculty —
getting faculty out and asking
our former students to support
what we do and how we do it.”
Alger said SGA wants to
encourage giving among
current students. He thinks
students can work together and
help however they can.
Matt Klein, SGA president,
says that he and eight others have formed a committee
to get the message across the
JMU campus. Klein also said
that SGA has kept in touch with
alumni by working with alumni
on events like Purple Out.
“A big disadvantage is that
we don’t have a lot of alumni’s contact info,” Klein said.
“I think we’re going in the
right direction — we’re continuing the conversation.”
Contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Celebrity support shouldn’t affect election

PROMISE Act a
step toward stopping
violence in Harrisonburg

Vote in the upcoming election on your values, not because of the opinions of actors or TV characters
During major elections, popular
figures or characters often use their
fame to back candidates. This year
is no exception.
Most recently, Mr. Burns, the
nuclear plant owner on “The
Simpsons” came out in support of
Mitt Romney. The show released
a short sketch illustrating his view
on the election in true “Simpsons”
fashion. The clip shows why “The
Simpsons” has always been so
successful, especially during
campaigns.
Throughout its long run, the
show has always presented the
Republican Party headquarters as
a dark, ominous castle surrounded
by lighting straight out of a horror
movie. I expected a fake right
wing support video that showed
perceived faults in their platform,
but it really was a lot more.
The ‘evil’ business owner
supporting a Republican candidate
was there, but they did a good
job of passing the jokes around

and having fun with the election
process. They were even smart
about sneakily showing their
allegiance by having an election
map in the background showing
Obama with 290 votes to Romney’s
248 votes giving him the win. I like
this approach because their opinion
is there if you want it, but it is not
thrown your way trying to preach or
change your mind. It’s all for fun.
Another form of support that
stands out are the numerous
sketches by the cast of “SNL”
portraying Mitt Romney, Barack
Obama, and their running mates in
the various debates.
Comedy star Jason Sudeikis
shows off his talents playing both
Joe Biden and Mitt Romney.
JMU students may recognize Jay
Pharoah’s impressionist talent as
Barack Obama. Pharoah came to
visit last year in a show put on by
UPB.
The cast does a great job of not
showing a clear bias, but poking fun

at the issues and quirks of each of
the candidates. This is important
because all too often it feels like
everyone is trying to sell you on
their candidate and it’s refreshing to
see them make a joke of the whole
thing.
However, that is not to say that
their sketches haven’t had an effect
on elections in the past. In 2008,
Tina Fey’s dead-on impression of
vice presidential candidate, Sarah
Palin, caused the world to question
Palin’s credibility. Though SNL
never officially endorsed President
Obama, it’s widely believed that
their informal support helped him
win the election.
In addition to these shows,
many celebrities have in one way
or another made their opinions
known. New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg has just come out in
support of Barack Obama after
his response to Hurricane Sandy.
It’s his prerogative to voice his
appreciation of Obama’s action;

however, I do not think his or
other’s endorsements will or should
affect people.
I think the whole idea of
endorsements is fine because some
people may be curious who their
various idols are voting for, but it’s
important for people to remember
that these are just people presenting
their opinions. Everyone needs to
pick the candidate that they feel will
best represent them. It’s your right
as an American.
Our generation is often criticized
for our low voter turnout so
this is our chance to make a
difference. Democrat, Republican,
Independent or Libertarian,
whatever your views, the ultimate
goal of all of these endorsements is
to persuade you to vote. So, head to
the polls on Nov. 6.
Lewis Creech is a sophomore
intelligence analysis major.
Contact Lewis at creechlg@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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relationship status.

PATS

A “that’s-not-the-JMU-way” dart to
whomever hit and shattered the side-view
mirror of my car in a resident lot over the
weekend.
From a struggling out-of-state student who
now has to drive six hours home without a
mirror to get it fixed.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “way-to-start-off-right” pat to the
freshman in my Spanish class who is always
friendly and talkative.
From a junior who wishes she had your
spunk back then.

A “not-just-spring-cleaning” dart to my
roommates who constantly make excuses or
“forget” to clean up after themselves.
From a friend who doesn’t ask a lot of you
and wishes you would be more considerate.

A “lucky-number-7” pat to the gracious
stranger who turned my phone in to the
driver of bus 7 after it slid out of my pocket.
From a stressed athletic training major
who did not need another thing to deal with.

An “at-least-you-made-it” dart
to the young lady who ran into a lane of
traffic without looking, forcing me to slam
on my brakes.
From a driver who doesn’t think flagging
down a bus is worth getting hit by a car.

An “I-guess-it’s-that-time-of-themonth” dart to my professors who waited
to assign all of their major essays until the
same time.
From a student who is experiencing major
brain cramps and foul moods, and wishes
professors could spread things out a little bit.
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An “it’s-not-that-complicated”
dart to the students checking Facebook on
the library computers.
From a frustrated junior who has six
classes of work to do and cant find a
computer because you’re changing your

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

A “the-sky-is-the-limit” pat to my Army
ROTC boyfriend for branching aviation and
getting closer to his dream job!
From your extremely proud girlfriend who
can’t wait for her first helicopter ride with
you!
An “I-think-you’d-make-a-greatpolitician” dart to The Breeze columnist
who didn’t even wait for Sandy to end
before writing a story that politicized the
storm that killed over 100 people.
From a Duke who is embarrassed that it
was even written, let alone published.
A “spoiled-much” dart to the student who
complained about having to wait a few extra
hours for “Assassin’s Creed 3”- because of a
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Crime. We hear about it all of
the time. Here in Harrisonburg,
crime is becoming more and more
prevalent in the neighborhoods that
surround us. Just last week there was
an attack on a 22-year-old woman
by two 16-year-old boys. This is just
one instance of the overwhelming
violence taking place right in our
backyards.
Something needs to be done not
only in Harrisonburg, but throughout
the country. Currently, there are more
juvenile offenders and more people
under 18 being convicted of crimes
than ever before.
In the House of Representatives
there is currently a bill on the floor
called the Youth PROMISE Act,
which provides communities with
the support and funding they need
to address youth violence issues.
It focuses on violence prevention
and intervention strategies to give
every young person the opportunity
to meet his or her own potential.
While this bill has been proposed
many times, it has been looked over
because Congress feels that it really
isn’t that important. But if this isn’t
important then what is? How many
more crimes need to be committed
for our government to realize
something needs to be done?
So, what can we do about it?
Take a stand against youth
violence. Email your representative
and tell him or her how important the
PROMISE Act is to you. Share your
experiences and maybe your story
could be the one that changes their
minds.
Jamie Sherman is a junior social
work major. Contact Jamie at
shermaji@dukes.jmu.edu.

“little” hurricane.
From a senior who has seen the damage
caused by the “little” hurricane and
understands that there are bigger issues than
the British right now.
An “apparently-we’re-chopped-liver”
dart to JMU Public Affairs for only emailing
students and faculty regarding the Nov. 3
make-up day.
From a lowly staff member who thinks if
we can be bombarded by surveys and other
bulk emails, we should also get ones about
schedule changes.
A “you-really-scared-me” pat to the
cross country & track and crew sport club
teams for working Nightmare at UREC’s
Haunted Hospital.
From a student who will chose this event
over Fear Forest any day.
An “I-can’t-believe-this-happened”
dart to Card Services for not making any
more yellow JACards and giving me a purple
one.
From a senior graduating in December
who will spend the next month looking like a
freshman.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800
life editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . Laura Weeks
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Chase kiddy
sports editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wayne epps Jr.
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anne Elsea
copy editor . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . dylan garner
Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sean Cassidy
Photo Editor. . . . . . . . . . .Matt Schmachtenberg

Design Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Margie Currier
video editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bradford ambrose
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The force is with Disney

Parents let grief cloud
judgment in reproduction case

Disney’s recent track record with geek friendly fare is sure to
be an advantage for Lucasfilm’s production on next “Star Wars”

								
Courtesy of mct campus

Lucasfilm’s partnership with LEGO and other companies will continue despite Disney’s ownership,

On Aug. 31, 2009, Disney
acquired the comic book
giant Marvel, and now it’s
made another purchase
that could greatly affect
geeks across the country:
Lucasfilm.
Lucasfilm, ltd. was
founded in 1971 by George
Lucas, and he clung to the
company for 41 years before
shockingly selling it to Walt
Disney Studios for $4 billion
on Tuesday. Now, with “Star
Wars” fans all over the world
searching for a ray of hope
in all of this, I’m going to
be bold — despite all of the
negative backlash, I believe
Disney will provide a great
continuation of this beloved
series, perhaps one that is
even better than what Lucas
could provide himself.
“Star Wars” was always
meant to be a trilogy of
trilogies. It began with
“Episode IV: A New Hope”
in 1977 and two sequel films,
“Empire Strikes Back” and
“Return of the Jedi.” Then, in
1999, they released “Episode
I: The Phantom Menace,”
the first of a prequel trilogy,
which would end in 2005
with the supposed final film,
“Episode III: Revenge of the
Sith.” But, there were rumors.
In anticipation of this alleged
final trilogy, the fans waited.
And waited. And waited.
But seven years passed,
and there was no whiff of
the third trilogy. Even Lucas
admitted that he was burned

out and that chances of the
last three were slim.
But then came, dare I
say it? A new hope. The
first of the final three films,
“Episode VII,” is tentatively
scheduled to be released in
2015 alongside the highly
anticipated “Avengers”
sequel. The question
everyone is asking is: Will
it live up to its legacy? Will
Disney continue to uphold
the spirit of the series? Or
will they take it in a new and
unwelcome direction?
I’d like to think they have
what it takes. One of the
things Disney is most adept
at is capturing nostalgia and
the “Star Wars” franchise
is definitely loaded with
that. Though it’s known for
its classic animated films,
Disney’s been taking on
more mature films lately.
“Pirates of The Caribbean”
surprised audiences with
a more mature bent, and a
PG-13 rating, and with four
movies out so far it’s proven
that Disney has the energy
to pursue a cohesive series
of films.
“Tron” showed off their
impressive CGI skills, and,
perhaps more importantly,
their ability to breathe new
life into an old franchise.
Most recently, “The
Avengers” has appealed to
geeks and non-geeks alike,
becoming the fastest film
to gross $1 billion. Part of
its success was due to the

quirky dialogue and fastpaced actions scenes typical
of Joss Whedon, creator
of “Firefly” and “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer.” Already a
cult favorite, maybe he’ll be
involved in the new “Star
Wars” movies? With this sort
of record, I think its safe to
say that Disney has plenty to
offer.
In the end, I think “Star
Wars” is something that
will come through. Lucas
himself said, “It’s now time
for me to pass “Star Wars”
on to a new generation of
filmmakers. ‘Star Wars’ will
certainly live on and flourish
for many generations to
come,” according to a press
release from StarWars.com.
While Disney has full control,
Lucas will stay onboard
as a creative consultant
throughout the process.
This is a series that
generations have grown up
with. We’ve bought figurines,
books, T-shirts, remastered
DVDs, waited for and
remained passionate about
for years. All it’s waiting for
is a spark to reignite it, and
this could be it. Disney might
even have a few new things
to bring the table. After seven
years of waiting, I for one am
expecting great things.
Caroline Kelly is a senior
English major. Contact
Caroline at kellyce@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Devastated by the impending death of their son, two Virginia
parents attempted to harvest his sperm for future grandchild
Most people want a
legacy, something to carry
on their name. This desire
drives some to excel in their
careers, some to become
parents, some to donate
time and money. In the
case of Rufus McGill Jr., it
involved an elaborate legal
battle to allow his parents,
Jerri and Rufus Sr., to extract
their son’s sperm — an
extreme action driven by
grief.
A 19-year-old native of
Franklin County, va., Rufus
McGill Jr. was involved in a
brutal car accident on Oct.
14 that left him brain dead
and in a coma. With Rufus
in critical condition, his
parents had to consider the
worst-case scenario, one
that could mean he would
never have children — or
so they thought. A urologist
at Virginia Medical Center
offered to extract their
son’s sperm, allowing him
to have biological children
after death. The couple saw
the procedure as a golden
opportunity to keep their
son alive.
“I just think there’s a
mission for his dad and
I,” Jerri McGill told FOX
News last Tuesday, “This
happened for a reason.
There’s no doubt in my mind
that he would want this.”
The world was up in arms.
What right did they have

to steal their son’s sperm?
If they were allowed to
freeze it, how would it effect
decisions like this in the
future?
These questions were
never answered as Rufus
died on Thursday, making
it impossible for them to
gain a court order in time
for doctors to harvest his
sperm. I firmly believe this
was for the best.

Think about the child
that would have been
brought into the
world. It would have
been born without
a father, most likely
raised by two unstable
people trying to
replace their son.
Think about the child that
would have been brought
into the world. It would have
been born without a father,
most likely raised by two
unstable people trying to
replace their son. And think
of Rufus McGill Jr. What
right do his parents have to
raise his child without his
consent? He would never
know the child, never get
to see their first steps, hear

their first words. Wouldn’t
that make his death all the
more horrible?
As sick as it is, the couple
hasn’t let this stop them.
With the reality of having
a grandchild by Rufus gone
Jerri and Rufus Sr. now
want to save as many of
his organs as they can so
he can ‘live on’ in other
people. This shows that their
initial want of a grandchild
was just a warped attempt
at holding on to their son.
Roanoke Memorial Hospital
is debating the issue so that,
should it happen again in
the future, measures can be
taken to speed up the court
order process and harvest
the sperm before it’s too
late.
We all know that it’s often
hard to let go of someone
very dear to you, but it’s
important not to make any
brash decisions in those
tough times following loss.
Death clouds judgment and
the fact that the hospital is
even considering supporting
this process is a serious
issue. In this case, I think it
was a miracle the decision
was made for them.
Nathan Gallagher
is a junior Writing,
Rhetoric and Technical
Communication major.
Contact Nathan at
gallgnk@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Great food, Good cheer!
865 Port Republic Rd.

Not just one Lawyer

540-564-2674

- a team.

Weekly Specials

Honesty,
Integrity,
and a Commitment
to Client Service.

Monday: 50 cent wings
Tuesday: Ladies night
Wednesday:
$5 burger & fries
Pub quiz night 9-11

Free Initial Consultation
540-433-1103
1819 Virginia Ave
www.minermartinhahn.com

Sunday:Irish Fish &
Chips $9.95
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Real BioLife
donor since
April 2012.

UP TO
RECEIVE
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IN NOVE

ANYONE CAN BE A
LIFESAVER AT BIOLIFE.
It doesn’t matter who you are or what you do, your plasma
donation has the potential to save countless lives.
Learn more at BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM. FREE WIFI!
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All BioLife donor eligibility criteria must be met to protect the donor’s health and product safety.
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NEW DONORS OR DONORS
WHO HAVEN’T DONATED
MONTHS OR MORE,
IN SIX
PRESENT THIS COUPON
$50 BONUS ON YOUR
FOURTH DONATION. AND RECEIVE A
Must present this coupon
a $50 bonus on your fou prior to the initial donation to receive
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ted by 11.30.12 and
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redeemable only upon comin 30 days. Coupon
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JMU playoffs update
on page B2.
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football (7-2)

QB CAROUSEL Spins on
Thorpe reignites JMU offense as Dukes maul Black Bears in Maine

By Wayne Epps Jr.
The Breeze

Cathy Kushner / JMU Athletics Photography

LEFT Redshirt senior cornerback Ryan Smith hauls in one of his two
interceptions on Saturday. RIGHT Redshirt junior quarterback Justin
Thorpe runs the ball himself. Thorpe finished with 111 rushing yards.

Women’s basketball

Quarterback Justin Thorpe
made a resurgence Saturday as
the Dukes beat the University
of Maine 31-7 in a commanding
performance.
JMU allowed only 32 yards of
total offense to Maine in the first
half and the Black Bears finished
with a total of 104 yards for the
game compared to JMU’s 476.
“It is about time we played
dominant on both sides of the
ball,” said redshirt junior Stephon
Robertson.
The Dukes star te d tr ue

freshman quarterback Michael
Birdsong for the second straight
game, but Thorpe made an
appearance in the team’s second
drive. Matthews said their plan
before the game was to utilize
both quarterbacks.
Putting Thorpe in the game
gave the Dukes the ability to use
their option running plays again.
“We just felt like we had
become way too predictable
offensively,” said head coach
Mickey Matthews. “We really felt
like we needed to return to the
option.”
When Thorpe came into the
game, however, he gave JMU an

immediate spark, running for 11
yards on his first play. The coaching staff decided to stick with him
for the majority of the game as
Birdsong saw just 13 snaps after
Thorpe’s appearance.
“It wasn’t the fact that we were
upset with Michael,” Matthews
said. “I thought Justin was playing that well we were going to let
him play.”
Thorpe said afterward that he
didn’t know that he would play as
much as he did.
Birdsong came back in the
game midway through the
see FOOTBALL, page B2

Back in the saddle

Scrimmage against Division II Lenoir-Rhyne ends in 83-37 blowout win
By Chase Kiddy
The Breeze

It’s impossible to ignore the fact
that the 2012-2013 JMU women’s
basketball team bears a striking
resemblance to last year’s team.
When the Dukes took the floor
against Lenoir-Rhyne University
on Saturday, it seemed the gang
was all back together. Four of the
previous five starters from last season’s team—star junior guard Kirby
Burkholder, reigning Colonial Athletic Association Defensive Player
of the Year Nikki Newman, senior
point guard Tarik Hislop and Norfolk native sophomore Toia Giggetts
– started the exhibition match on
Saturday.
The result was an 83-37 blowout
win over the JMU’s Division II opponent in which the Dukes looked
vastly superior in every major facet
of the game.
Despite losing to graduation
the defensive presence of Lauren
Whitehurst, who capped her career
last season by smashing the single
season school record for blocks,
the Dukes dominated defensively
against Lenoir-Rhyne on Saturday.
They would finish the game with six
blocks and 12 steals, one of which
belonged to lone new starter, Jasmine Gill.
“I think we have a chance to be
as good defensively as we were last
year,” head coach Kenny Brooks said
after the game.
Brooks doesn’t undervalue the
physicality and prowess that Whitehurst brought to last season’s team.
“I don’t know how you replace a Lauren Whitehurst,” Brooks said. “We’ll
have to try to do it by committee.”
Fortunately for JMU, it still retains
a starting senior forward in Newman. She often supercharges both
the team and the fans with her
play, inspiring Convocation Center
chants like “Nikki says ‘no’” following blocked shots.
“Nikki really helps amp things
up,” Brooks said. “I thought we hit
a couple lulls where we kind of let
[Lenoir-Rhyne] get in a position

they wanted to be in, and then Nikki
would come in and do something
crazy and wild and raise the intensity level.”
Newman finished the game with
seven points, four assists, one block
and four steals.
Offensively, JMU looked sharply balanced. Five players reached
double-figure points, including
Giggetts, Gill and Burkholder, who
had a game-high 16. Senior point
guard Tarik Hislop finished with 14
points along with three assists and
three steals.

“I think we have a
chance to be as good
defensively as we
were last year.”
Kenny Brooks
Head Coach, JMU
Women’s Basketball

“Tarik is battle-tested,” Brooks
said. “She’s worked really hard
to improve her game as much as
possible.”
Despite the offensive firepower
and defensive dominance, the exhibition remains only a practice game
against a Division II team. It’s difficult to know where this team stands
before the season officially begins.
“It’s an exhibition game, so it’s
kind of hard to digest and see what
you got accomplished,” Brooks said.
“The best thing is that we have film
now, and we’ll be able to show the
kids some of their mistakes.”
JMU will open their regular season in Charlottesville against U. Va
on Friday. The Dukes played the
Cavaliers twice last year, losing to
them in the regular season but beating them in postseason play on their
way to a Women’s National Invitational Tournament finals berth.
Tipoff is set for 7p.m.
Photos by Becky Sullivan / the breeze

Contact Chase Kiddy at
breezesports@gmail.com.

LEFT Senior forward Nikki Newman attempts a layup. Newman finished with seven points. RIGHT Senior point guard Tarik
Hislop drives down the court on a fast break. Bottom Head coach Kenny Brooks talks to his players during a timeout.
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football | Dukes hold Black
Bears to 104 total yards of offense

Postseason play

Fall teams conclude seasons
Field hockey out; men’s soccer and volleyball poised for playoffs
By Chase Kiddy and
Wayne Epps Jr.
The Breeze

JMU athletics continue its
march through the fall postseason, highlighted by the
conclusion of the JMU field
hockey season.

Field Hockey

Cathy Kushner / JMU Athletics Photography

Redshirt junior tailback Dae’Quan Scott rushes against Maine Saturday. Scott led the Dukes with 121
yards rushing and a touchdown to bring his career total to 2,206 yards, 11th on JMU’s all-time list.
from page B1

fourth quarter as the Dukes
put the finishing touches on
their win. However, he suffered what appeared to be
a serious ankle injury on a
play in which multiple Maine
defenders wrangled him
down.
With the injury, it appears
likely that Thorpe will start
this week’s game at Villanova University, but no official
decision is in place.
“I don’t have a clue, I just go
out there and play. If my number gets called next week, I’ll
come in and try to make a play
for the team,” Thorpe said.
With Thorpe in, the Dukes
had 20 more rushing attempts
this Saturday than last Saturday against Georgia State,
when Birdsong started and
played the entire game. The
team’s 62 rushing attempts is
also a season-high.
The wind limited both
team’s passing offenses during Saturday’s game, which
played a part in the abundant
rushing attempts.
“We ran a lot more option
plays, we ran a lot of different options than we’ve been
running for years and we had
stopped running them,” Matthews said.
Thorpe finished with 111
rushing yards and two touchdowns. He also was 9-for-12
passing for 108 yards and
another touchdown. Birdsong was 5-for-8 passing for
54 yards and had 13 yards

rushing.
Redshirt junior tailback
Dae’Quan Scott continued to
rush his way up through the
record books as he ran for 121
yards and a touchdown, his
third straight 100-yard rushing game. Scott now has 2,206
career rushing yards, 11th
most in JMU history.
Matthews called Scott
doubtful to play early in the
week after he hurt his shoulder against Georgia State. But
the injury didn’t play a significant factor Saturday. At
this point in the season, several players are nursing minor
injuries.
“I feel better,” Scott said.
“Everybody across the nation
is beat up right now, so I can’t
make that an excuse.”
The Dukes also had their
best third down conversion
ratio—11-of-20—since Sept.
22 against Rhode Island.
On defense, JMU finally got the interceptions that
Matthews wanted after he
expressed frustration over
dropped interceptions against
the University of Richmond
and Georgia State. JMU had
three interceptions Saturday
— by redshirt senior cornerback Ryan Smith and one by
Robertson.
The Dukes’ last interception came against Towson on
Oct. 6.
“I didn’t know how to act,”
Matthews said. “We had been
so long since we had had any
interceptions.”
JMU had three sacks for the

second straight game. Redshirt sophomore safety Titus
Till, redshirt junior defensive
tackle Jordan Stanton and
redshirt senior defensive end
Aaron Harper each had one
apiece.
Robertson led the unit with
seven tackles. The 104 yards
given up to Maine was the
least given up all season.
“I don’t know of anyone that
didn’t play well on defense,”
Matthews said.
Last season, the Dukes suffered a 25-24 overtime loss to
Maine at home.
At No. 23 Villanova this
Saturday, JMU will face the
leading rusher in the Colonial
Athletic Association, sophomore running back Kevin
Monangai. Monangai has 894
rushing yards this season.
Villanova also has the best
overall rushing offense in the
CAA. The team averages 253.9
rushing yards per game.
The Dukes will counter with
the best rushing defense in
the CAA, giving up just 116.1
rushing yards per game. The
closest team to that mark is
the University of Delaware,
giving up 121.8 rushing yards
per game.
Last season, the Dukes
defeated Villanova 34-10 at
home. Kickoff this year is set
for 1:00 p.m. Saturday at Villanova Stadium in Philadelphia.
Contact Wayne Epps
Jr. at breezesports@
gmail.com.

JMU field hockey experienced both the good and bad
of late game heroics in its 2012
CAA tournament campaign.
The third-seeded Dukes
were nearly eliminated by
Hofstra University Friday
night but erased a 2-1 deficit
late in the game when freshman back Loes Stijntjes tied
the game with 27 seconds left
in regulation.
Just minutes later, junior
midfielder Amy Goldstein
notched a decisive goal to
finalize a 3-2 win over sixthseeded Hofstra.
The Dukes couldn’t keep
the magic going on Saturday though. Second-seeded
Northeastern University broke

an early 1-1 tie on a JMU owngoal that awkwardly bounced
off freshman goal Lena Wimmert’s foot and into the goal.
JMU would eventually tie
the game again, but CAA Player of the Year Crystal Poland
threaded a pass to teammate
Nicky Graham with just five
minutes left in regulation, and
Graham scored the go-ahead
goal.

Men’s Soccer

The Dukes suffered a 2-0
loss at Drexel University on
Friday to end the regular season. It was the team’s first loss
in five games. JMU enters the
CAA tournament as the third
seed and plays sixth seed
University of North Carolina
Wilmington in the quarterfinals round today at 7:00 p.m.
in University Park.
If the Dukes defeat UNCW,
they play second seed Northeastern University on Friday.
With a win over Northeastern, JMU would play Drexel,
Hofstra or George Mason University for the championship

on Sunday.

Volleyball

JMU is currently sixth in the
CAA standings and holds the
last spot in the playoffs. The
Dukes are 4-6 in the conference and have lost their last
three matches, most recently a
3-2 defeat to George Mason on
Friday. They have two matches
to play before the CAA tournament, against second-place
Northeastern and fifth-place
Hofstra.
UNCW and George Mason
are poised to snatch the last
playoff spot as they are both
3-7 in the CAA. Both teams
have two matches left to play
as well. If JMU locks up the
sixth seed, they will play the
third seed at a site and date to
be determined.
University of Delaware
is the current third seed.
The Dukes defeated Delaware 3-0 at home on Sept. 29.
Contact Chase Kiddy
and Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

USC unable to match Oregon
touchdown for touchdown
By Todd Harmonson
The Orange County Register

Perfect offensive execution
was all USC needed.
When the Trojans' defense
had no answer for Oregon's
unstoppable scoring machine,
USC had to match the Ducks
touchdown for touchdown just
to stay in the game.
USC responded by pressing when it shouldn't have,
fully cognizant that it had to
get points out of each possession but hurting itself dearly
with three first-half turnovers
in Oregon's 62-51 victory Saturday at the Coliseum.
"The three turnovers early in
the game cost us the 'W,'" Trojans receiver Robert Woods
said. "When you turn the ball
over, they're going to score."
Sure, one of the turnovers
was an interception that
appeared to be the result of an
overly aggressive _ but nonpenalized _ Oregon defense in
the end zone. But quarterback
Matt Barkley was intercepted again when he tried to
make something out of nothing rather than take a sack or

throw the ball out of bounds.
And Marqise Lee's fumble with
15 seconds to go in the first half
cost USC a chance to close to
within a touchdown.
"The first thing we point to
is the three possessions where
we could've done a better job,"
USC coach Lane Kiffin said
about the turnovers. "I felt like
we should've done better on
offense."
Apparently that is how
little confidence he had in
his defense. He essentially
expected his offense to match
Oregon's, meaning 51 points
and 615 total yards weren't
nearly enough.
"We did leave points on
the board," said Barkley, who
was 35 of 54 for 484 yards and
five TDs to go with the two
interceptions.
At least USC cut its penalties down to only three for 25
yards after committing 13 for
117 yards in an Oct. 27 loss at
Arizona. The Trojans were the
most penalized team in the
nation entering the game and
had been penalized at least 65
yards in each of their first eight
games.

Pac-12 commissioner Larry
Scott said negotiations with
DirecTV to carry the Pac-12
Network are not progressing
well.
"For now, I'm not optimistic," he said at halftime. "It's
frustrating for our fans and for
us."
Scott said the conference
has shared information with
Time Warner Cable, which is
facing similar issues with its
Lakers network.
Scott also said there will be
no movement this season in
establishing a uniform injury-reporting policy among
conference schools because
there is no consensus among
administrators or coaches.
Instead, he said the conference
would wait to see if a national
policy is adopted.
Lee established a conference record with 251 yards
on kickoff returns. That was
because he had eight tries to
return kickoffs. Barkley broke
the conference record for
career completions with a firstquarter pass to Lee. Arizona's
Nick Foles held the record at
930, and Barkley is at 961.

Life

live a funky life? Tell us about it.
email breezearts@gmail.com.
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movie Review

‘Flight’
avoids
turbulence

B3

Spreading the health

Senior competing in “Face of Fitness” contest promotes positive body image

A-list acting redeems
improbable plot
By Jenny Claire Knight
The Breeze

“Flight” might make you think
twice about the captain of your
plane.
Capt. Whip Whitaker (Denzel
Washington), is a drug-addicted,
alcoholic airline pilot whose plane
unexpectedly goes down. Whitaker
is able to successfully steer the
plane into a crash landing, saving
96 of the 102 people on board. He’s
called a hero until an investigation
into the crash reveals his high
blood alcohol content.
Whitaker struggles to keep
his alcoholism under control as
the investigation continues. He
maintains that while he was drunk
during the flight, it wasn’t the
reason the plane went down.
This film is a departure for
director Robert Zemeckis (“Cast
Away”) who has been focusing on
wholesome animated children’s
films like “The Polar Express,” “A
Christmas Carol” for the past seven
years. “Flight” is a complete turn
around dealing with adult themes
of drug addiction, alcoholism,
denial and self-destruction. The
film’s success rests on Washington’s
shoulders, and he rises to the
challenge. Whitaker is a substantial
role and “Flight” allows Washington
to actually act. Whitaker isn’t
a safe character, there are no
redeeming qualities about him.
If Washington’s performance was
less than authentic he would be
slammed for it.

Flight


Sean Cassidy / The Breeze

Caitlin McDermott, an IdLS major, changes her work outs weekly to incorporate new yoga, cardio and weight exercises into her routine.
By Jenny Tolep
contributing writer

Caitlin McDermott is sharing her struggle with body image and healthy eating
with the world online to win a contest.
McDermott, a senior IdLS major, is currently in the top five for Fitness magazine’s
“Face of Fitness” contest and is competing
for one of the ten spots in the semi-finals
against hundreds of other women. People
can vote for her until Nov. 17
The winner receives a photo shoot in
New York City, a 2013 Ford Escape and
is featured on the cover of Fitness magazine. But above all else, McDermott has
the chance to share her story with people
across the country.
In addition to a healthy diet, McDermott
mixes up her workouts and frequently tries
new exercises. Every week, she incorporates cardio, yoga or weights into her

workouts. According to McDermott, it’s
important to change your workout so the
exercises stay interesting and you continue
to see results.
“I just feel good about myself after I
work out, knowing what I am doing is
positive for me but maybe I can influence
people around me,” McDermott said.
But it wasn’t always easy for McDermott
to be positive about her body. Over a sixmonth period a few years ago, she started
to worry about her weight. She ate very little and obsessively worked out.
“My self confidence went down big
time,” McDermott said. “I felt guilty about
everything I ate.”
Family and friends were concerned
when they noticed her significant weight
loss. Her mother, Renee Maca and her
boyfriend, senior and biotechnology
major Connor Rodenbough decided to
have a talk with McDermott to sort out her

‘R’ 138 min.
Starring Denzel Washington,
Nadine Velazquez, John Goodman

Washington’s portrayal of
alcoholism and its crippling effects
is painful to watch. Whitaker is
a troubled man and Washington
doesn’t try to sugarcoat this, instead
he plays Whitaker as a desperate
man battling demons while deep in
denial. It’s heartbreaking.
Zemeckis is able to subtlety
capture Whitaker’s drinking
addiction. When Whitaker sets
down the bottle of alcohol, time
seems to suspend as you wait to
see if Whitaker will give in or walk
away. Enough time is given to build
hope that he will pull it together
only to have his hand come on
screen and snatch the bottle. It’s
masterfully done.
Other standouts include John
Goodman (“The Big Lebowski”) as
Harling Mays, Whitaker’s brash and
raunchy drug and alcohol supplier.
Although he’s only in a couple
scenes, they’re the ones you’ll
remember. Don Cheadle (“Hotel
Rwanda”) also stars as Whitaker’s
lawyer who’s more interested in
covering up Whitaker’s alcoholism
and putting the blame for the crash
on the faultiness of the plane.
Whitaker finds romance with
Nicole (a hauntingly sad Kelly
Reilly, “Sherlock Holmes”). Nicole,
a former addict, is turning her life
around while Whitaker’s is falling
apart.
Despite providing an interesting
parallel, their relationship feels
rushed and unbelievable. They
begin dating although they barely
know each other.
You have to suspend your belief
of reality for this film.
The idea that a character like
Whitaker would be able to slip
by drunk and drugged at work
undetected is improbable. The
film’s ending is predictable but
Washington’s performance makes
up for it.
At 139 minutes “Flight” also runs
too long. The film could’ve cut
a good 15-20 minutes and it still
would have gotten the point across.
Powerful performances from
Washington and the supporting
cast along with carefully crafted
direction by Zemeckis allow
“Flight” the ability to take off and
soar.
Contact Jenny Claire Knight
at knightjc@dukes.jmu.edu.

problems with self-image.
“Reality set in that this wasn’t a good
choice,” her mom said.
Maca saw genuine confidence in her
daughter once she started changing her
lifestyle. Slowly McDermott started eating more and learning what it means to
be healthy.
“I started researching what carbohydrates did, what proteins did and really
got into the science behind it,” McDermott said.
McDermott began to eat foods based
on vitamin and nutrient content, not just
calories. As a vegetarian, McDermott has
to make sure she incorporates enough
protein into her diet so she chooses foods
like edamame soybeans and chocolate
protein shakes to keep her fueled.
She recommends looking for healthy
see fitness, page B4

Asian fusion

Annual Culture Show captivates Wilson Hall
By Joanna Morelli
contributing writer

Katie Gong / The Breeze

Asian Student Union members perform the kabuki style Japanese Parasol Dance at
Saturday’s Culture Show. The dance was one of 19 shows at the annual event.

Struttin’ their stuff

You’re guaranteed a good time at
a cultural show featuring a jaw-dropping Chinese yo-yo performance to
Mulan’s “I’ll Make a Man Out of You”
and a flash mob performance of Gangnam Style.
Saturday’s 14th annual Culture Show
presented by the Asian Student Union
in Wilson Hall was a blend of traditional culture and modern influences,

such as a mash up of the traditional
Vietnamese song “My Home” with
One Direction’s “What Makes You
Beautiful.”
Renee Rojural, a sophomore health
science major, said that the Asian
Student Union made changes to the
cultural show to separate it from its
thirteen predecessors. This year’s
show focused on Thailand by including facts about Thai culture within
see show, page B4

Photos by Megan Trindell / The Breeze

On Friday night the Artful Dodger’s stage was transformed into a runway for a drag show featuring local queens. The event was a fundraiser to send a
competitor to the Miss Gay USA pageant in Washington D.C. next weekend.
Eight participants showed off on stage, singing along to the DJs music and walking through the audience collecting donations for next weekend’s
competition. About 50 audience members cheered the ladies along and donated to the fund.
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substitutes to replace the
foods you crave. McDermott
says roasted butternut squash
taste just like French fries and
Martin’s Arctic Zero ice cream
is 150 calories a pint.
According to Rodenbough,
McDermott wants to help her
friends and family accomplish
their health goals. She has even
offered to write diet plans for
friends. Ultimately, she wants
people to understand that being
healthy is important.
McDermott hopes to incorporate healthy living into her
lesson plans when she becomes
an elementary school teacher.
“She’s the kind of person
who if she sets her mind to

something, she’ll get it done,”
Rodenbough said.
Over Thanksgiving break,
McDermott is running a 5k
with her younger sister, Lydia
Maca. Lydia is involved with
a nationwide organization
called “Girls on the Run.” The
kids involved train for a 5k and
they are taught about positive body image and healthy
choices.
Winning the Fitness magazine contest would give
McDermott the chance to
make a difference on a national level.
“She is always positive and
is a go getter,” said Shanil Virani, director of the John C. Wells
Planetarium where McDermott leads some of the weekly

“Star Talks”.
Varani said that McDermott
is the type of student he wants
to see graduate from JMU. Last
week he shared daily Facebook
updates about the Fitness
magazine contest to help
McDermott get more votes.
“A lot of girls, especially at a
younger age now are becoming
more and more self-conscious
about their bodies, thinking ‘What’s beautiful? If this
is what’s in a magazine, this
must what’s beautiful, this is
what I need to be’ but that’s
not true,” McDermott said.
“Being healthy should be what
you want to be, not a stick.”
Contact Jenny Tolep at
tolepjl@dukes.jmu.edu.

brian prescott / the breeze

Co-owner of New Leaf Pastry Kitchen, Shawn Richard prepares his wife’s favorite treat, the mocha
caramel squares at his new shop downtown. Richard’s personal favorite is the cheese danish.
from front

asset, also presented its own
set of challenges.
“We had to use a lot of creativity by working differently
within the confines we had,”
Richard said, but they have
learned to work around it.
Amy Wild, one of two pastry
assistants at New Leaf, loves
the hands-on experience the
pastry kitchen provides. For
her, the best thing about being
apart of the New Leaf Pastry
Kitchen is customer reactions
to the treats.
“The best part is having
someone try something new
they’ve never tried before and
you know they’re really going
to love it,” Wild said. “Then
they come back and tell you
how much they enjoyed it.”
As far as a favorite treat in
the shop, the three are divided. Richard loves the cheese

danish because it was one the
first recipes he picked up. The
mocha caramel squares are
Lemmons’s favorite where layers of smooth chocolate and
creamy caramel top a piece
of shortbread. Wild recommends the passion fruit tart
because of its silky flavor.
At the end of the day Richard and Lemmons want their
customers to have a comfortable, relaxed and enjoyable
experience.
“[They] get to enjoy somet h i ng rea l ly d e l i c i ou s,”
Richard said. “Enjoy sharing
it, taking it back to the office
or home. Just enjoy the space
and the good food.”
For the holiday season,
New Leaf Pastry Kitchen will
add four special order items
to their menu including cranberry raisin danish bread (9
1/2” loaf $18), spiced caramel
apple torte (1/4 sheet $22),

milk chocolate chestnut date
tart (9 1/2’” $24), and pumpkin brioche pan rolls (1/2
dozen $3).

New Leaf
Pastry Kitchen
n Opened Sept. 7
n Located in the Hardesty-

Higgins House Visitor’s
Center downtown
n For catering inquiries
and to special order any
item, including those
from the holiday season
menu, call 540-432-8942
with 48–hour notice.

New Leaf Pastry Kitchen is
open Monday through Saturday from 9 a.m. — 5 p.m.
contact Jenny Claire
Knight at knightjc@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Show | The audience went wild
from page B3

the plot of the event’s framing
device.
“We’ve also integrated a polling system to kind of reward
our choreographers and performers for their efforts,”
Rojural said.
While the performers
themselves voted for the choreographer’s award, the award
for the best performance was
in the hands of the audience.
The audience was encouraged
to participate in the award giving at the end of the show in
a vote-through-texting poll, a
new feature this year.
A tale of royal drama and
star-crossed lovers wove the
various performances together. The story followed a prince
traveling through Asia exploring regions cultures. Drama
ensued when the evil queen

plotted to murder the prince
so her own daughter would be
queen.
As the plot progressed, audience members interacted with
the skit, laughing at the jokes
or screaming when one of
the main characters died in a
battle.
The audience went wild
when the Chinese A capella
group blended in beat boxing
to their traditional song “Yi Ran
Ai Ni” and during students Xiao
Song and Liang He’s Kung Fu
demonstration. One audience
member yelled “Get it Philippine-o’s!” after the tinikling
dance.
“I think it’s really cool
because I’ve never seen anything like this,” said Mia
Traverse, a freshman theater and dance major. “It’s
refreshing.”
Following a drumroll, the

award to the best choreographer was given to Paulo
Durato, choreographer of the
tinikling dance, the Eskrima
stick fight scene, and “Pagdating Ng Panahon.” K-Pop
Dance, a high-tempo synchronized jam, was voted the best
performance.
“Not only it is a great form
of entertainment, but it is also
a learning experience,” said
Brittany Bailey, a senior social
work major who’s been an ASU
member for four years. “You’ll
notice in the culture show that
ASU is home to a very diverse
amount of people and it caters
to the entire community. The
great thing about JMU is that
it is home to several different cultural clubs. All in all,
it creates one great campus.”
Contact Joanna Morelli
at morelljr@dukes.jmu.edu.

Nôrth 38
540.908.2812
NORTH38APTS.COM

1190 Meridian Circle
Harrisonburg, VA
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THE TV CROSSWORD
by Jacqueline E. Mathews

1
4
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
26
27
28
29
32
35
39
40
42

ACROSS
Mr. Linkletter
Grey and McCrea
Composer Bach’s monogram
“Ben-__”; Charlton Heston film
“Kate & __”
“__ lazy river by the old mill
stream...”
“One Day __ Time”
“The __ Truth”; Téa Leoni series
__ up; arrange
Disney classic about a fawn
Actor Rob
Role on “Criminal Minds”
“__ at a Funeral”; movie for
Chris Rock & Martin Lawrence
“__ Given Sunday”; Al Pacino
film
Fraternity letter
Zsa Zsa’s sister
Nickname for the first President
Roosevelt
“NCIS: Los Angeles” actress
“The __ Shore Show”
Burstyn or Pompeo
Call __ day; quit and go home
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

43
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Fragrance
“Grand __ Opry”
And not
Feasted
“I’m with __”
Mork’s planet
“__ home is his castle”
“Parks __ Recreation”

DOWN
1 Gregory Peck’s role in “Moby
Dick”
2 Actress Lee and others
3 “Lady and the __”; Disney film
4 Turner of “Northern Exposure”
5 Ending for pay or Motor
6 BPOE member
7 “__ to Me”
8 Passover meal
9 __ Bieber
10 Quick
11 Baseball sticks
19 “Who’s been sleeping in my
__?”; Baby Bear’s question
21 “The Old Man and the __”
23 A la __; with a separate price for
each item on the menu
24 Lucy Ricardo’s neighbor
25 Valerie Harper role
29 Newspaper office VIP
30 Actress Joan __
31 __ Ortiz of “Ugly Betty”
33 Is petrified of
34 Actor Brynner
36 “If __ Hammer”; hit for Peter,
Paul and Mary
37 Hawaiian farewell
38 Hayes or Hunt
39 Pet dinosaur’s name on “The
Flintstones”
41 Urkel, for one
44 Circular edge
45 “Cat __ Hot Tin Roof”
46 “__ Behaving Badly”
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Classifieds

Caregivers needed to
supervise groups of little
dancers during their concert
rehearsal week in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, May 20-24.
Must be able to work all dates
and times, 2-3 hours per day
between the hours of 3:458:45 pm Mon-Thurs of week
specified and 6-10 pm Sat.
May 25, 2-6 pm Sun, May
26. References required. Call
540-810-3631.
Dance academy now
interviewing for parttime dance instructors for
fall 2012-spring 2014. Must
have car and be willing to
stay through May 2014. Numerous dance forms taught.
Experience preferred. Call
540-810-3631.
Hand-person wanted
for various off jobs and
gardening. Must have own
transportation. $9 hour.
References please. Call
540-810-3631.

Maddy Wagon: fun/adventurous driver for a purple
shuttle van, no experience
necessary! We train. Clean
driving record, 23 years old+
required. fri/sat 9p-2a, sat
afternoons possible. Hourly
plus tips. ride@maddywagon.
com

Professional Grade
Apartment. Large fully furnished, modern, 1 bedroom,
cable TV, internet, washer/
dryer. $700 plus electric. No
students. Available January 1,
2013. 1-540-432-1989.
Two student friendly
houses for rent for 20132014 academic year. Close to
campus. One year lease. Call
810-3631 for details.
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This is all we
can do.
Apply to be
graphics editor
Help us
please!

293 Campbell Street,
available June 1-13. 4 bedrooms, Argon windows,
washer/dryer. Call 540-2711952 or 433-6047.

Cleaning person for
downtown business location, 6-12 hours per week.
49 hour. 3 references. Call
540-810-3631.

joblink.jmu.edu
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